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…Send each of your words
like a last letter before execution,
a call carved on a prison wall.
you have no right to lie...
by Blaga Dimitrova

“Rogue Wave” - Artist Michael Paschal

GLOSA : on "Ars Poetica" *
Think of your poem as a beacon.

If we are headed for destruction

Shine one word at a time

the sea would hold to the last.

westward where licorice dolphins

Can you envision the poison?

play tag with ships and reefs

Every city a landscape of rubble

of coral shimmer under the surf.

every forest in smoldering ash.

Growing brighter toward

Then imagine the whole

the oncoming night, let your beam

ocean oil-choked and stagnant,

take note of the dangers.

pelicans shrouded in scum.

With the certainty of being heard

Speak! Make the grief in your soul

send each of your words.

a call carved on a prison wall.

Think of yourself as a keeper

Shine the beam of your lantern

surrounded by water,

straight to the core.

watching strands of seaweed pearls

Tell it clean - no time to revise;

glisten under your searchlight.

how the salt marsh breeds life,

Look hard at the creatures that swim,

how sea urchins pulse,

cling to the rocks, float in the ocean

how a coral reef lives and dies.

—tomorrow they could be gone.

If execution looms in the shallows,

Make your every image live

you must record your vision of "now,"

for coming generations

as if you were posterity's scribe.

like a last letter before execution.

You have no right to lie.

Natalie Lobe
*First published in Poetica

.

“Catching Cicadas” - Artist Patricia Card

Welcome
Do you remember the wonder

our own skin and lift up in flight.

we shared that summer,

We ran about flapping our arms,

how we welcomed the invasion?

mimicking their song, worried

We saw red-eyed creatures

they might get sore throats

shed their armor, sure they were

from their constant chorus

tiny aliens from Mars.

until we learned the sound came

Newly awakened, the cicadas

from their stomachs, like when our

flew around us as we reached out

own stomachs growl with craving.

to touch them, hold them,

We wanted to know their secrets.

knowing their strangeness

Unafraid, we reveled in their arrival.

might add magic to our lives,
maybe show us how to shed

~Bonnie Schupp, 2019

Moonlight’s Secrets
Folks think they fear
dark but it’s really
the night; no, it’s whispers
of the moon
raucous in their hypnagogic
state. She murmurs
into space where they pine and
”Springtime on the Chesapeake”
Artist Diane C. Gillespie

mourn. She speaks in ripples
and surges, tugging at
waters of hearts and thighs; promises

Yellow

solace and illumination.

First up, Lenten roses,

more frightening than

crocuses too. Then daffodils:

the lonesome. Relieved

Green to purple to
yellow.

They find belief

when too full the Moon spills,
her secrets, casting
“I lie” with light on the creek.

Don’t we all aspire
to spring?

~ Kristin Kowalski Ferragut
April 2019

Forsythia, finches, frilled tulips.
Nothing so graceful
as daffodils, bright lips lifted
to the sky.
Janice Lynch Schuster

“Moonlight” - Artist Stephanie Beall

In Praise of Uncertainty
When fog envelops
our island the sharp edges
of rock jetty’s, white sails
toe prints and piper prints
fade like a Cézanne brushed
on a gray canvas sky.
I crave these days when
definition submits to
uncertainty: the edges
of pain obscured in haze,
waves of anger becalmed
by salty clouds of mist.
While foghorns bellow
along the ocean’s coast,
beware of the shallows,
beware of the shoals.
See with your radar
your fingers and toes.
Natalie Lobe

“Lavinder Morning” - Artist Amelia Arria

Lavender Morning,
Lisbon
The church, being the most high, wakes before the
rest.
The river is draped in a mist of wine. On the far
shore,
three small lights are some other land awakening:
offices,
the guardian towers of an airport, some place
of giving and given.
There’s a moment where we strike the match
just before the sun slips, snuff the wick
when that purple seeps through the dark.
The light passes from holy to earthly,
for a time kept by all.
There’s a moment when life is an agreement,
a collaboration within and without,
a kindling of need. We put our trust in institutions
or we stand among our own small fires,

“Fog on the Ocean” - Artist Diane C. Gillespie

tending them with care.

--Pamela Murray Winters

RISE, DON’T SHINE
This job has no ease
nor forgiveness.
When the alarm goes off
at two, I’d like to be a snail
and stay in.
But crabs come
when they do and
money goes, as it does.
“For Julie”
“Beltsville 1976”
Artist Janice Lynch Schuster

Persephone Speaks
I tell you: it is possible
to commune with your lost ones
inside certain flowers.
Skinny, sticky black stamens lean in
tiny diaphragms catch
the catch in your throat
Your voice, rough from cold storage
may take a few tries to thaw out
from a winter underneath the world.
Fire flowers especially have power
to warm a tumble of words from you
spill out, slide down the petals

Waterview, tourists think?
Quaint, some ladies tell my wife.
She says, “Let them rise
to this bitter dark
for a week or a day.”
Hands me a thermos
and goes back to bed.
I’ll give ‘em a ride
in my golf cart
to Meat Soup.
Climb through the boat lines,
start the engine,
offer some coffee.
Waterman’s life starts
while others sleep.
Only the moon and me.
It’s three.
Red sky or grey,
Nothing slows the tide.

Janice Lynch Schuster

land in heaps at the bottom
of hill after hill of grief, of longing
for the relief of spring.

~ Laura Stewart Webb
"First Light" - Artist Bailey Walker Bartlett

captain cyan
I was the new kid in school
until zimmy arrived, then he was the new kid in school
zimmy’s face and skin were scarred scary things
he said it was because he was allergic to peanuts
and zimmy ate peanut butter sandwiches every single day

“Hummingbird Flowers”
Artist Cynthia Viener Hoff

HUMMINGBIRD
Flashes of green red, black
at my bird feeder
whirl in a dizzy blur
as if the crown jewels
had sprouted wings
The bird, mindless of
the human hulk who is me
just an arm’s length away
fuels up on sugar water
for the long flight
across the continent,
over the Gulf to Mexico
in time to breed
a new generation

zimmy collected exotic feathers
from run-of-the-mill every-birds
pigeons, gulls, chittering wrens
who sprout the occasional weird feather
zimmy stuck a different one in his hat every day
zimmy had issues with incontinence
his parents had crazy money
so he could afford to come to school every day
dressed in authentic astronaut pants
with a built-in pee-disposal-in-space system
zimmy knew stuff – for example, he informed me
that while arterial blood was red
the blood that swam in our veins was blue
because there was no oxygen present
a pretty cool fact to know if you’re in the fourth grade
why eat peanut butter when it causes your face to turn blue?
zimmy said that by surviving each attack
to his system, he was garnishing spectacular power
determined to be a superhero when he grew up
and besides, he used his epi pen, though not every day
I was romantic enough I couldn’t argue with his logic
I too yearned to wear a cape and fight crime
please let me be bitten by a radioactive insect
or sprout massive angel wings, or turn furry and strong and blue
my as-I-lay-me-down-to-sleep prayer every single night
plus, zimmy wept a lot, and sneezed internally
doctors eventually refused to see him
because zimmy flat confounded them
and although he had two parents with whom
he shared deep love, zimmy considered himself
an orphan
in the house of man

~Cliff Lynn

of miniature starlets
pioneers of wind ways
undaunted Davids
ready for the foe.

~~Natalie Lobe

“Playing the Blues” - Artist Anita Ewing

Becoming
Deep inside it starts to show
Feel it bubble and begin to grow
Like a seed concealed below
It pushes upward a radiant glow
Feel its wings beat at your soul
Like a bird that yearns to soar
No longer imprisoned in a cage
But free to fly forever
First a sound escapes your lips
Then another starts to slip
Like flowing water from a dam
Laughter is released
At last the joy dwells in your heart
Contagious to all others
Laugh, play and dance be full
Share life with joy together

~~Patricia Card

“Out There”
Artist Catherine Paschal Dolch

Baseball
Headlines called it The Space Ball,
for not only did I hit it out of the
park,
I damaged a satellite.
I still owe China, like, 50 bucks.
Had I known it would go that far,
I would have been more careful.
Looking ahead to lonely nights
I would have coated it with
a special reflective paint
so I could shine a light
and see its orbit.
Tonight, I can only feel it watching.

“Joy” - Artist Bonnie Schupp

--- Rocky Jones

Some Gods
I never finished Karen Armstrong’s
A History of God,
so I didn’t know that anyone was wondering
if the gods had a future or might even have died.
During “The God of the Philosophers”
your hook of faith caught in my mouth;
since then I have been bleeding gold dust from my gums
dreaming in pink and white sprinkles
of how some gods
made a myth of us
to warm their own cold winter nights
rained cherry blossoms
down on your head and my upturned mouth

“Sea Dreams” - Artist Diane Brown
veiled our secrets
from their more Old Testament counterparts

“After the Storm”
Apparitions lurk in quiet indigo
Haunted sails levitate on warm winds
Boats heave catching their breath
While sea creatures hold their breath
Flecks of fear shimmer in the ripples
Sky turns wall

read the most tender parts of our story
from behind a blue picture-book sky.

~ Laura Stewart Webb

Until.... Light breaks.
Shattering steel clouds
Exorcising uncertainty
Reclaiming maritime bliss.

Dinahsta "Miss Kiane" Thomas
(C)2019
“Call to Prayer” - Artist Anita Ewing

She Never Forgot My
Name
By Sylvia Dianne Beverly

“Sailing into a Purple Sky”
Artist - Hoffman Designs

Another Weather
Sails billowing, ripping, steer
Into the moonless port,
Past bouncing lights on bouncing buoys
Toward fixed lights onshore
Reach the heaving pier
Grasp the floating dock
Grope for the invisible cleat

Smiles when she first sees me
She is sweetly made that way
Always and forever Best Friends
Perpetually we felt desire to be
with each other
Daily, spiritually, lovingly, we prayed
together
I prayed and still pray to have
her spirit
To be ever so kind to everyone
A warm, humble, elegant and
dignified lady, a humanitarian
She would often say
There’s so much good in the worst
of us
No perfect person in the world.
As Mom aged, her mind would come
and go
Through it all, an amazing blessing
for me, Makes me oh so happy
She never forgot my name.

(Dedicated to my Mommy
Dorothy Eleanor Beverly)

The pier is torn apart
Other boats break from their moorings
The hurricane sweeps all away
You knew it was due
Still you set sail
Still you can swim

~~Elisavietta Ritchie
“A Mother’s Love” - Artist Dale Hall

After the Storm
Between sea and sand once more
Caressed by diaphanous fingers
After the surging
After the torrent
After the conspiracy of waves and wind
The screeing of the birds
Grim billows part for a dart of light

“Through a Window Brightly” - Artist Anita Ewing

A crystal brilliance
Settles on the quieted sea
The diamond tips of foam
Skitter down the fluid border
Lined out by cautious plovers
And pebbled by pinpricks of breath

Essential
Not everyone sees the repeating face of a wolf
leaning in three times, a turned-down page
that might growl from underneath its corner

Clams the size of infant nails

the whites of its eyes, its corduroy snout.
If you see it, today, for the first time,
it is essential not to panic.

Crabs slurry before the lapping tide

Panic is for people who don’t know that the wolf is there.

Beneath the sodden sand from

Until the darkness

When you know that the wolf is there

Falls again with a urgency
Insurgency
The heaving seas of change.

~Barbara McCord , Annapolis Maryland
April, 2019

everyday magic of Ireland still defines green;
so, too, emerald flash of grass at Malibu Creek State Park
love child of winter rains after scorching summer fire.
Blue means deep water reflecting open sky-and a ward against the evil eye, a Stevie Wonder necklace
of matrixed turquoise worn by The Bride.
Daylily ribbons of sunshine explain yellow;
as does the alchemy-iris ablaze around a black hole’s pupil
its steady gaze on us from light years away.
And no frame, however beautifully
it displays your advantages,
will ever contain you again.

~ Laura Stewart Webb

“Baltimore Harbor” - Artist Darlene Brown

Red Boat
Inspired by a painting by Josie B. Vosoba

In crimson boots she climbs
into the red boat to set
the lake afire. Rows
out past parasols of
lavish leaves to something
more radical, heart of
the lake, sun’s direct heat.

”Hummingbird” - Artist Darlene Brown

She heard a giant
octopus swims subsurface,
doesn’t quite

Hummingbird

believe in life below

As it hovers near the nectar.

reflections and ripples of

At first it seemed a damsel fly

blue that dissolve sacrifices

Too small to be a valid bird

offered. She brings mourning,

Nothing like the plover laying its track along the
water’s edge

basks with it
in the light, rolls up cuffs
and sleeves, dips in fingertips,
rubs her lips, burns
and prays. She leaves with
nostalgia and boots turned
auburn with fresh water.
by Kristin Kowalski Ferragut
March 2019

Nor the gull screaming into the breaker to wrest its
food
Then nesting soundly against the stinging sand.
Held balanced by its humming wings
Beating faster than a thunderous wind,
It comes from tropics in spring
Farther than the monarch flits
Ignoring the daffodil yellow and seeking instead
The scarlet cups of sweet water – impatient
To make stick sculpture for the young,
Who cuddle ‘neath a single leaf
If his eye is on the sparrow
Surely his hands uplift this hero
This sign and promise
that life persists in spite of all.

“Red Boats” - Artist Josie Vosoba

~Barbara McCord

MATRIARCHS
Child of my child’s child
Mother of my mother’s mother,
Point place in seven generations.
And Watson begat Towner
and Towner begat Bennett
The apple peel curls under the paring knife
And Bennett begat Corbett

“Weathering the Storm” - Artist Darlene Brown
And returns to dust.
And Corbett begat Ward

Weather

If the soul is in the begats
Comfort creaks in the Towner chair

Where we lived, nothing blew over.

And is served with Bennett spoons.

We kept one finger to the air,

And Ward begat Werner

instruments around the house,

What happens when the begats are begone,

gizmos tuned to weather.

Marble markers melting in frozen fields

Even when it did not affect us,

And memory's stretch falls short?

we knew to be prepared.

And Werner begat Ramirez
If I can feel back seven, can I reach forward seven
And pass all our souls through begats not yet begun?

We could see low clouds on night’s
horizon, hear wind thrashing
through the trees. We felt

And Ramirez begat Mack.
Peel the fruit, rock the chair,Daughters of my daughters.

~~Constance Ward Werner Ramirez

heavy rains pound a keyboard
on the roof. We cowered in the shower.
We counted every second
from a clap of thunder
to a bolt of lightning.
We believed nothing
but our own eyes.

Janice Lynch Schuster
“Self Portrait” - Artist Isabella Ramirez Mack

“Boat to Nowhere” - Artist Cynthia Viener Hoff

Boat to Nowhere
Surprised by false priorities, I have become aware
Drifting in the fog there is a boat that goes nowhere.
Things that should be transparent are not. It seems unfair.
Should I be concerned about the boat that goes nowhere?

“Life Transition” - Artist Briah Ryan

Who’s got it, done it, said it, lost it, we constantly compare.
Don’t want to waste time waiting for the boat that goes
nowhere.
I yearn, search, thirst for truth, with disconnected stare,
Directed gaze, watching for the boat that goes nowhere.
I cannot wash the stench away, a nasty foul affair.
Can I step out of line and skip the boat that goes nowhere?
Lying to ourselves, fictitious progress that we share.
Distressed I’m being forced to board the boat that goes
nowhere.
The flaws so fundamental, there’s no way I could prepare,
I’m already aboard the boat, the boat that goes nowhere.

~Jeff Smallwood

BETWEEN CRADLE AND OLD AGE

My heart, so long galled, you are again alive and well,
love having been so long clouded in unknowing;
Walking in moonlight, I feared I had conjured you up.
Beethoven music was fireworks, pounding in my head.
And stars, am I merely lucky, to be alive at all?
Think of all those gifts of love, the joy we imbibe in.
The Sun has once again been too generous with offerings,
she has outdone herself, outshone herself.
She gives birth to her cocoon the Moon of Shrouds,
the one makes poets mad, one with whom I most identify.
I focus all joy for I could escort her as she sinks into the sea.
You hear that gush of ocean, and flow to rivulet,
the power, aliveness of water? No barrier’s too great;
even for the smallest trickle, breakthrough’s inevitable.
I’ve occupied far more birthdays than I deserved,
but must confess enchanting moments floating
in the cradle of transport, made it all worthwhile.
The sun sets ‘twixt cradle and grave. Ask your heart:
do you not wonder that anyone can hear
hear the lost languages of earth, wind and stars?

Maxwell David Ochs

“Rowing a Boat to Nowhere” - Artist Cynthia Viener Hoff

“Stormy Tangerine Sunset” - Artist Dale Hall

heartbeat of the chesapeake
crushed, embered sunset-

the loose fragments of

silver waves unfurled,

a scattered soul lost

beat of the bay's heart

to the reverberating wind,

pounding 'gainst raw,

lips bite 'gainst

ugly naked grist of

the bitter cold,

angry fists thrown
open towards bruised sky,

echoing now in the billowing
depths, tonight is tomorrow

battered bone, rocky shores-

already, we have lost 'gainst

each loosened footstep

the sound of weakened knees

brings closer to a time

knowing the way back

when we lost ourselves

to the bay's mouth.

amid the crashing of
warring drums, tearing
eyes from the violence,

~Christina Borgoyn aka Amaranthine Lover

MUSE SICK
vinegar of fresh split slabs of red oak lingers in my nostrils

Squeaking metal sounds wake me. A carpenter
is working next door. Muse, I’ve been neglecting you
for business, business. Crossing the Krishna blue ceiling
of the river’s bedroom smattering white wisps tell my sandy
eyes the day is already repairs, laundry, wood chopping well
underway. Muse sick myself, not devoted to clouds, sky,
water the colors of October; flaming trees fade and I
deign not to capture their light with my word snare.
In the mingling oak and sycamore leaves, the air
sings to the lugging, chugging rhythm of offshore workboat.
Those watermen notice the beauty of dawn but fleetingly;
their attention is all turned to the trotlines carefully flung
over the side. I hear the splashes every 26 seconds.
There’s no time to remark a Turner sky, a Winslow wind,
Corot riverbank. It’s only God’s perfect gift, this scenery,
but how neglectful I feel doing nothing but take it in.
What is the significance of the sound of wind to taciturn men
laying traps for sluggish crabs, as morning motors to afternoon
and I practice the piano? Before the day gets away from my axe,
I scurry to the woodpile; there’s just a crest of pink warmth on

fresh and wet as dew I hold it up to my face touch it with my nose;
one whiff almost knocks you down. Oak drunk, I stagger with
barrow
full of November heat, feeling the day slip away, music strings
tugging
at my mind’s earlobe, come on, drop everything, working and
tasking,
all but your most of all heart’s highest calling. Do nothing but listen
and then haul up your lines. To look at a family of mallards
when the mudroom door needs planning, the refrigerator
needs cleaning – see, birds are foraging, squirrels are squirreling away
acorns, bumblebees industrious - everyone should be working,
including me. Listen, those are leaves crunching under
the carpenter’s foot, the dog’s paws. It is only the word
maker, who reclines in the burning beams of the Indian
summer sun, who lazes within the deep recess of himself.
There, above and after all, waits my work, my sublime play,
not to relegate merely to the Sabbath day.
That would be the right time to rest;
and yes, the time when scenery looks best.

the edge of the horizon topping the woods across the noble Severn.
Muse, why is
this scenery so
important to
you? The
pungent

“ Splash“ - Artist Barbara Sause

Maxwell David Ochs

“Shipwreck Mystery” - Artist Briah Ryan

Getting Over It
Great brown-black husk torn from the living,

The foghorn’s long muted by water.

it rests in deep water,

The survivors sleep in firmer beds.

a palace for fishes. Robots or human hands

To the drenched men who skidded

explore for the bright spots,

down the deck, it was death. A century later,

the riches.

it’s not our disaster.

Out past the pier the child sees

The wreck and its broken kin

water and sky. Sometimes the vista

carry no ghosts, unless our needy dreams

is split by a dark slant line or a blob,

put them there. The earth

like his crayon scribble

fills the timbers, plants them in itself

on the kitchen wall

like the lives they once were. In death they are
beauties,

when he was too young
for clearest vision.

objects of pleasure,
for plunder

The painter sits shoreside for hours
to capture the image.
Historians quibble.
No one alive remembers why the ship sank.

or for picture.

--Pamela Murray Winters

